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 Ly-Ly-αα  radiative radiative transfer in cosmologicaltransfer in cosmological
simulationssimulations

 Hydro+Dark Matter high z cosmological simulationsHydro+Dark Matter high z cosmological simulations
 Physical conditions  at high Physical conditions  at high zszs
 Ly-Ly-αα emitting sources emitting sources

 The physics of the Ly-The physics of the Ly-αα  radiative radiative transfertransfer
 The challenge inThe challenge in sims sims

 The brightest emitter at z=8The brightest emitter at z=8



MotivationMotivation

 A lot of observational effort focuses on high-zA lot of observational effort focuses on high-z ly ly--αα
emitters: must improve theoretical understandingemitters: must improve theoretical understanding

 Ly-Ly-αα from pre- from pre-reionizationreionization: topology of : topology of reionizationreionization,,
redshift redshift of end of of end of reionizationreionization

 Detailed Detailed radiative radiative transfer (RT):transfer (RT):
 for gas near the source of emission: scattering, notfor gas near the source of emission: scattering, not

absorptionabsorption

 predict detailed shape of the linepredict detailed shape of the line

e-τ



Our box universe at z~8Our box universe at z~8
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
 Hydrodynamic AdaptiveHydrodynamic Adaptive

Refinement code (HART)Refinement code (HART)
 Gravity,Hydro,Chemistry,Gravity,Hydro,Chemistry,
    Star formation & feedback,    Star formation & feedback,

Cooling, Full RT ofCooling, Full RT of
ionizing radiation,etcionizing radiation,etc

 T, T, v,xHI, metallicity, etc.,
for every cell

6 Mpc/h

~150-200kpc (phys)



Initial Ly-Initial Ly-αα emission emission

Ly-α  luminosity ~2.3x1044 ergs/s   Ly-α SB (ergs/s/cm2/arcsec2) 

2rv (~20 kpc physical)
 

After a
merger

arcsecs

3.5x10-15

~ 2-3 kpc

-Hydrogen  recombines  Ly-α photons



Ly-Ly-αα RT RT

 Monte Carlo treatment:Monte Carlo treatment:
 Appropriate scattering angular distribution functions forAppropriate scattering angular distribution functions for

several fine structure levels+resonant/non-resonantseveral fine structure levels+resonant/non-resonant
scattering (future polarization calculations); exactscattering (future polarization calculations); exact
redistribution functions, etc.redistribution functions, etc.

 Hubble flow+peculiar velocity field; all info for highestHubble flow+peculiar velocity field; all info for highest
refinement level availablerefinement level available

 Processes, e.g., collisions, etc.Processes, e.g., collisions, etc.

 Applicable for arbitrary density, temperature, velocity field,Applicable for arbitrary density, temperature, velocity field,
etc., distributionsetc., distributions



Ly-Ly-αα RT: testing the physics RT: testing the physics

 Comparison with LoebComparison with Loeb
& & RybickiRybicki, 1999:, 1999:
 Uniform, fully neutralUniform, fully neutral

and zero temperatureand zero temperature
IGM, pure HubbleIGM, pure Hubble
expansion around aexpansion around a
central point sourcecentral point source

 Analytic solution in theAnalytic solution in the
diffusion limitdiffusion limit



 Spherically symmetric, uniform and isothermal neutralSpherically symmetric, uniform and isothermal neutral
hydrogen cloudshydrogen clouds
 T=2x10T=2x1044 K, 200 km/s expansion/contraction velocity at edge K, 200 km/s expansion/contraction velocity at edge

Ly-Ly-αα RT: simple models RT: simple models

LLS, central point source DLA, central point source



Ly-Ly-αα RT: testing the physics RT: testing the physics

 Comparison with Neufeld, 1990:Comparison with Neufeld, 1990:

 Analytic solution for thick (Analytic solution for thick (ατατ00>10>1033, , αα::
ratio of natural to ratio of natural to doppler doppler width),width),
uniform,isothermal neutral hydrogenuniform,isothermal neutral hydrogen
semi-infinite slabsemi-infinite slab

 Peak at ~0.9 (Peak at ~0.9 (ατατ00))1/31/3

 The higher the The higher the ττ00, the  broader the, the  broader the
peakspeaks

 NNsc sc ~ ~ ττ00

τ0   -∞    +∞



Done? Not yetDone? Not yet……

 More challenging than thatMore challenging than that……  only within the   only within the virialvirial
extent there are ~10extent there are ~105 5 simulation cellssimulation cells..

 Thousands (?) of Thousands (?) of ‘‘slabslab’’ type studies with depths up to 10 type studies with depths up to 1011 11  to be to be
          performed for a single photonperformed for a single photon
  Unrealistically large time needed Unrealistically large time needed……

 Acceleration schemes-classify Acceleration schemes-classify simsim
        cells according to their cells according to their ατατ00 value, value,

        withwith

€ 

α =
Δν L

2ΔνD

≈ 4.7 ×10−4T4
−0.5



Acceleration schemesAcceleration schemes
 classify classify sim sim cells:cells:

 If If ατατ00<1: exact Monte Carlo<1: exact Monte Carlo
 If 1<If 1<ατατ00<2x10<2x1033

 Skip core scatteringsSkip core scatterings
    (core definitions: 0.02, 0.1, 0.8 )    (core definitions: 0.02, 0.1, 0.8 )
 Go directly to scattering with rapidlyGo directly to scattering with rapidly
    moving atom    moving atom
 Cores as high as 40 [=(Cores as high as 40 [=(νν- - νν00)/ )/ ΔνΔνDD]] for for
       (max)  (max) ατατ00~10~1088

 If If ατατ00>2x10>2x1033:  Neufeld solution:  Neufeld solution
 Correct for the cube Correct for the cube vsvs. infinite slab. infinite slab
 Distributions of exiting directions, etc.Distributions of exiting directions, etc.

core



The brightest emitter at z=8The brightest emitter at z=8
 No forest added :No forest added :

Surface brightness in ergs/s/cm2/arcsec2

arcsecs arcsecs



The spectrum before adding the forest:

The brightest emitter at z=8The brightest emitter at z=8

 Almost static medium likeAlmost static medium like
 Very high depths forVery high depths for

peculiar motion to matterpeculiar motion to matter

 Peak frequencies  and widthsPeak frequencies  and widths
roughly consistent withroughly consistent with
Neufeld, 1990 (for someNeufeld, 1990 (for some
‘‘effectiveeffective’’ temperature & temperature &
depth)depth)

 Small blue asymmetrySmall blue asymmetry



The brightest emitter at z=8The brightest emitter at z=8
Adding the Ly-α forest:

Zero damping wing

 Zero damping wing: best case scenario where, e.g., the emitter lies
 within the HII region of a bright quasar



The brightest emitter at z=8The brightest emitter at z=8

 Including the Ly-Including the Ly-αα   forest forest

Zero damping wing

With wing



The most massive emitter at z=8The most massive emitter at z=8

 Observing at z=0Observing at z=0

Zero 
damping
wing



The most massive emitter at z=8The most massive emitter at z=8

 Observing at z=0Observing at z=0 1.2x10-15 ergs/s/cm2/arcsec2

8 kpc



Future plansFuture plans

 Several convergence tests, e.g., Several convergence tests, e.g., ‘‘quantifyquantify’’ the effect the effect
of resolutionof resolution

 More objects, directions of observation (outflows),More objects, directions of observation (outflows),
etc.etc.

 Correlations: SFR and Ly-Correlations: SFR and Ly-αα luminosities, etc. luminosities, etc.
 Larger boxes; account for clustering of sources inLarger boxes; account for clustering of sources in

dense environmentsdense environments
 PolarizationPolarization
 DustDust
 etc.etc.


